1. Mitt Romney
2. Barack Obama
3. Rick Santorum
4. Newt Gingrich
5. Ron Paul
6. Rick Perry
7. Michele Bachmann
8. Jon Huntsman
9. Herman Cain
100° Very warm or favorable feeling
85° Quite warm or favorable feeling
70° Fairly warm or favorable feeling
60° A bit more warm or favorable feeling than cold feeling
50° No feeling at all
40° A bit more cold or unfavorable feeling than warm feeling
30° Fairly cold or unfavorable feeling
15° Quite cold or unfavorable feeling
0° Very cold or unfavorable feeling
1. AGREE STRONGLY
2. AGREE SOMEWHAT
3. NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
4. DISAGREE SOMEWHAT
5. DISAGREE STRONGLY
Government Services/Government Spending

GOVERNMENT SHOULD PROVIDE MANY FEWER SERVICES; REDUCE SPENDING A LOT

GOVERNMENT SHOULD PROVIDE MANY MORE SERVICES; INCREASE SPENDING A LOT
Defense Spending

GOVERNMENT SHOULD DECREASE DEFENSE SPENDING

GOVERNMENT SHOULD INCREASE DEFENSE SPENDING
Health Insurance

GOVERNMENT INSURANCE PLAN

PRIVATE INSURANCE PLAN
Job and Good Standard of Living

GOVERNMENT SHOULD SEE TO JOBS AND STANDARD OF LIVING

GOVERNMENT SHOULD LET EACH PERSON GET AHEAD ON OWN
1. Make all unauthorized immigrants felons and send them back to their home country.

2. Have a guest worker program that allows unauthorized immigrants to remain in the United States in order to work, but only for a limited amount of time.

3. Allow unauthorized immigrants to remain in the United States and eventually qualify for U.S. citizenship, but only if they meet certain requirements like paying back taxes and fines, learning English, and passing background checks.

4. Allow unauthorized immigrants to remain in the United States and eventually qualify for U.S. citizenship, without penalties
Environmental Regulation/Jobs

Regulate business to protect the environment and create jobs

No regulation because it will not work and will cost jobs
1. Gay and lesbian couples should be allowed to legally marry

2. Gay and lesbian couples should be allowed to form civil unions but not legally marry.

3. There should be no legal recognition of gay or lesbian couples' relationship.
1. By law, abortion should never be permitted.

2. The law should permit abortion only in case of rape, incest, or when the woman's life is in danger.

3. The law should permit abortion for reasons other than rape, incest, or danger to the woman's life, but only after the need for the abortion has been clearly established.

4. By law, a woman should always be able to obtain an abortion as a matter of personal choice.
SEVERAL TIMES A DAY
ONCE A DAY
A FEW TIMES A WEEK
ONCE A WEEK OR LESS
NEVER
NEVER

ONCE A WEEK OR LESS

A FEW TIMES A WEEK

ONCE A DAY

SEVERAL TIMES A DAY
1. The Bible is the actual word of God and is to be taken literally, word for word.

2. The Bible is the word of God but not everything in it should be taken literally, word for word.

3. The Bible is a book written by men and is not the word of God.
1. PROGRESSIVE
2. NON-TRADITIONAL BELIEVER
3. SECULAR
4. AGNOSTIC
5. ATHEIST
6. SPIRITUAL BUT NOT RELIGIOUS
7. NONE OF THE ABOVE
1. WORKING NOW
2. TEMPORARILY LAID OFF
4. UNEMPLOYED
5. RETIRED
6. PERMANENTLY DISABLED
7. HOMEMAKER
8. STUDENT